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Different ionization troughs develop in the sub-auroral and high-latitude F region by different physical processes.
Mid-latitude trough at the sub-auroral region is a well-known phenomenon identified by many space-borne and
ground-based observations, whereas the existence of a trough inside an auroral oval (we call it high-latitude trough)
is identified by only a few radar observations. This study for the first time reports the detection of high-latitude
trough from satellite observations. We distinguish mid- and high-latitude troughs by their locations relative to
the auroral oval. Information of the auroral oval is obtained from the ionospheric radial current (IRC) derived
with the SWARM magnetic field data and the DMSP particle data. Our preliminary results show that mid-latitude
troughs are pronounced in the evening during local winter and high latitude troughs occur preferentially early in
the morning during local summer. The location of the high-latitude trough coincides with the location of downward
field-aligned current and significant eastward ion drift. These observations support the idea that the formation of
the high-latitude trough is associated with field-aligned plasma flow and heating of the upper atmosphere by the
ion-neutral collision.


